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Abstract

A fundamental question of metric embedding is whether
the metric dimension of a metric space is related to
its intrinsic dimension. That is whether the dimen-
sion in which it can be embedded in some real normed
space is implied by the intrinsic dimension which is re-
flected by the inherent geometry of the space. The ex-
istence of such an embedding was conjectured by As-
souad and was later posed as an open problem by oth-
ers. This question is tightly related to a major goal
of many practical application fields: developing tools
to represent intrinsically low dimensional metric data
sets in a succinct manner. In this paper we give the
first algorithmic technique with formal guarantees for
finding faithful and low dimensional representations of
data lying in high dimensional space. Our main the-
orem states that every finite metric space X embeds
into Euclidean space with dimension O(dim(X)/ε) and
distortion O(log1+ε n), where dim(X) is the doubling di-
mension of the space X. Moreover, we show that X can
be embedded into dimension Õ(dim(X)) with constant
average distortion and `q-distortion for any q < ∞. Our
technique also provides a dimension-distortion tradeoff
and an extension of Assouad’s theorem, providing dis-
tance oracles that improve known construction when
dim(X) = o(log |X|).

1 Introduction

One of the main goals of the theory of metric embedding
is to understand how well do finite metric spaces embed
into normed spaces. Two measures are of particular
importance, the dimension of the target normed space
and the distortion, the extent to which the metrics
disagree. Metric embedding has important applications
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in many practical fields. Finding compact and faithful
representations of large and complex data sets is a major
goal in fields like data mining, information retrieval
and learning. Many real world measurements are of
intrinsically low dimensional data that lie in extremely
high dimensional space. For example, consider a camera
capturing a simple object moving from one side to
another. Given two images we would like to know their
temporal relationship, how close they are to each other.
Assuming each gray scale m ×m image is captured by
O(m2) brightness pixel measurements, this video stream
lies in a RO(m2) space. However since the object’s
movement is intrinsically low dimensional its natural
representation should be in a very low dimensional
space. To the best of our knowledge we provide the first
formal grantees for algorithmically finding faithful and
low dimensional representations of data lying in high
dimensional space.

A celebrated theorem of Bourgain [10] states that
any n point metric space X embeds into Euclidean space
with distortion O(log n). Together with the dimension
reduction result of Johnson and Lindenstrauss [19], such
an embedding requires only O(log n) dimensions. In [4]
it was shown that such an embedding exists into Lp

for any p. In general, this result is tight, since metric
spaces induced by expander graphs require Ω(log n)
distortion [23] and Ω(log n) dimension as well [4].

These lower bounds on the dimension are associated
with metrics that have high intrinsic dimension. The
intrinsic dimension of a metric space X is naturally
measured by the doubling constant of the space: the
minimum λ such that every ball can be covered by λ
balls of half the radius. The doubling dimension of X
is defined as dim(X) = log2 λ.

The doubling dimension of a metric space pro-
vides an inherent lower bound on the dimension in
which a metric space can be embedded into a normed
space with small distortion. Specifically, the dimension
for embedding a metric space X with distortion α is
Ω(dim(X)/ log α), by a simple volume argument. The
dimension in which a metric space can be embedded in
some real normed space with low distortion is referred
to as the metric dimension of the space. This paper
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addresses the fundamental problem of whether the in-
trinsic dimension of a metric space determines its metric
dimension.

Variants of this question were posed by Assouad
[6] as well as by Linial, London and Rabinovich [23],
Gupta, Krauthgamer and Lee [17], and mentioned in
[25]. Assouad [6] proved that for any γ < 1 there ex-
ists numbers D = D(λ, γ) and C = C(λ, γ) such that
for any metric space (X, d) with dim(X) = log λ, its
“snowflake” version (X, dγ) can be embedded into a D-
dimensional Euclidean space with distortion at most C.
Assouad conjectured that similar results are possible
for γ = 1, however this conjecture was disproved by
Semmes [29]. Gupta, Krathgamer and Lee [17] initi-
ated a comprehensive study of embeddings of doubling
metrics. They analyzed the Euclidean distortion of the
Laakso graph, which has constant doubling dimension,
and show a lower bound of Ω(

√
log n) on the distortion.

They also show a matching upper bound on the dis-
tortion of embedding doubling metrics, more generally
the distortion is O(log1/p n) for embedding into Lp. The
best dependency on dim(X) of the distortion for embed-
ding doubling metrics is given by Krauthgamer et. al.
[21]. They show an embedding into Lp with distortion
O((dim(X))1−1/p(log n)1/p), and dimension O(log2 n).

However, all known embeddings for general spaces
(e.g. [10, 23, 4]), and even those that were tailored
specifically for bounded doubling dimension spaces [17,
21] require Ω(log n) dimensions. In this paper we
give the first general low-distortion embeddings into
a normed space whose dimension depends only on
dim(X).

1.1 Our results Given two metric spaces (X, dX)
and (Y, dY ) an injective mapping f : X → Y is called
an embedding of X into Y . An embedding is non-
contractive if for any u 6= v ∈ X: dY (f(u), f(v)) ≥
dX(u, v). For a non-contractive embedding let the dis-
tortion of the pair {u, v} be distf (u, v) = dY (f(u),f(v))

dX(u,v) .
The distortion of the embedding is defined as dist(f) =
maxu,v∈X distf (u, v).

Our main theorem is the following:

Theorem 1.1. For every n-point metric space X and
θ ∈ (0, 1], there exists an embedding of X into Lp with
distortion O(log1+θ n) and dimension O(dim(X)

θ ).

In this extended abstract we focus on the proof on
this main theorem while the proofs of the rest of the
theorems described in sequel appear in the full version
of the paper.

The proof uses the framework for metric embed-
ding defined in [4] and several new techniques: A new
probabilistic partition that has local properties, a new

technique for reducing the dimension by obtaining con-
tributions over multiple scales, and a non-trivial use of
the Lovász Local Lemma.

All the embeddings we present in this paper can
be transformed into polynomial time algorithms. This
requires a non-trivial use of an algorithmic version of
the Local Lemma.

We extend our main theorem and provide embed-
dings with constant average distortion and constant `q-
distortion for any fixed q < ∞. Recall the definition
from [4]:

Definition 1.1. (`q-distortion) For 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞,
define the `q-distortion of an embedding f as:

distq(f) = ‖distf (u, v)‖(U)
q = E[distf (u, v)q]1/q,

where the expectation is taken according to the uniform
distribution U over

(
X
2

)
. The classic notion of distor-

tion is expressed by the `∞-distortion and the average
distortion is expressed by the `1-distortion.

To bound the `q-distortion we provide embeddings
with scaling distortion. An embedding has scaling
distortion D(·) if for every ε ∈ (0, 1] there is a (1 − ε)
fraction of the pairs whose distortion is at most D(ε).
The notion of scaling distortion [20, 2, 4] is tightly
related to the notion of `q-distortion.

We prove the following theorem effectively showing
that Assouad’s conjecture is in fact true in the following
practical sense: data of low intrinsic dimension embeds
into constant dimensional space with constant average
distortion:

Theorem 1.2. For every finite metric space X,
there exists an embedding f from X into Lp

with scaling distortion O(logC( 1
ε )) in dimension

O(dim(X) log dim(X)). In particular, for any fixed q,
distq(f) = O(qC) where C is a universal constant.

Obtaining bounds on the scaling distortion in a di-
mension which depends only on dim(X) is considerably
more demanding.

We also study “snowflake” embeddings, embeddings
of the metric dα for 0 < α < 1 first considered by [6].

Theorem 1.3. For any n point metric space (X, d),
any p ≥ 1, any 0 < α < 1, any θ ≤ 1 and
any 2C/θ ≤ k ≤ dim(X) for a universal constant
C, there exists an embedding of (X, dα) into Lp with

distortion O
(

k1+θ2dim(X)/(pk)

1−α

)
and dimension D =

O
(

2dim(X)/kdim(X)
α·θ

(
1− log(1−α)

log k

))
.

Taking α = 1/2, k = dim(X) yields for
any p ≥ 1 distortion O(dim(X)1+θ) and dimension
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O((dim(X))/θ). The special case when k = dim(X)
and θ = 1/ log dim(X) was shown by [17]1

A known tradeoff for distance oracles yields stretch
O(k) with memory O(kn1/k) [33]. Taking p =
∞, α = 1 − 1/ log k and θ = 1/ log k in Theo-
rem 1.3 yields a distance oracle with Õ(k) stretch and
O(2dim(X)/kdim(X) log k) memory. This distance oracle
improves known constructions when dim(X) = o(log n).

In addition, we have a dimension/distortion tradeoff
result, which improves the theorem of [21]:

Proposition 1.1. Any metric space (X, d)
on n points embeds into LD

p space with

distortion Õ

(
log n

(
dim(X)

D

)1−1/p
)

where

dim(X) log2 dim(X) log log n ≤ D ≤ log n log2 dim(X).

Following our work, a similar tradeoff result was recently
obtained by Chan, Gupta and Talwar [12].

1.2 Applications One of main goals of several fields:
machine learning, artificial intelligence, data mining, in-
formation retrieval and pattern recognition is to develop
tools to represent complex data sets in a succinct man-
ner. In many important application areas, an intrin-
sically low dimensionally data set lies in a very high
dimensional space. Finding compact and faithful repre-
sentation of such data is an important problem. Belkin
and Niyogi [9] use Laplacian methods to obtain heuris-
tic approximations to low dimensional manifolds. In
this paper we give the first formal proof that low di-
mensional data can indeed be embedded in its intrinsic
dimension in a faithful manner.

The results of Kleinberg, Slivkins, and Wexler [20]
and Abraham et. al. [3, 4] draw a striking connection
between the theoretical notions of partial and scaling
embeddings and the recent research in the network com-
munity on performing passive distance estimation (see
e.g. [16, 26, 22, 14, 30, 13]) using network embedding.
They suggest that the low intrinsic dimensionality of the
Internet latency matrix may contribute to the ability to
obtain practical network embeddings. While all pre-
vious theoretical results required Ω(log n) dimensions,
most practical schemes manage to embed internet la-
tencies into constant-dimensional Euclidean space [14].
Our results provide theoretical support for this observed
phenomena. We prove that such low distortion embed-
dings into constant-dimensional Euclidean space exist

1The proofs in [17] as well as the ones presented here require a

local probabilistic partition for doubling metrics. The description
in [17] was based on the partitions of [11, 15], however these
cannot be made local. Instead one needs to base the construction

of such partitions on the probabilistic partitions of [7, 4] as shown
in this paper.

given that the underlying communication network has
low intrinsic dimensionality.

Our results can be viewed in the context of local-
ity in distributed computing [27] as providing distance
oracles for doubling metrics. Theorem 1.2 implies dis-
tance oracle which can naturally be distributed into
a distance labeling scheme where each label requires
only Õ(dim(X)) space and provides constant average
stretch2.

Another tradeoff suggested in Theo-
rem 1.3 yields stretch O(k log k) labels of size
O(2dim(X)/kdim(X) log k) improving the tradeoff
of [33] when dim(X) = o(log n). Several previous
results provide 1 + ε stretch distance labels with
O((1/ε)dim(X)) space per label ([32, 31, 18]). However
theses results require super polylogarithmic space per
label when dim(X) = ω(log log n). Our construction
provides the first distance labeling scheme whose mem-
ory is proportional to the intrinsic dimensionality of
the metric, even for metrics whose doubling dimension
is not constant.

1.3 Preliminaries Consider a finite metric space
(X, d) and let n = |X|. For any point x ∈ X and
a subset S ⊆ X let d(x, S) = mins∈S d(x, s). The
diameter of X is denoted diam(X) = maxx,y∈X d(x, y).
For a point x ∈ X and r ≥ 0, the ball at radius r
around x is defined as BX(x, r) = {z ∈ X|d(x, z) ≤ r}.
We omit the subscript X when it is clear form the
context. A metric space (X, d) is λ-doubling if for
any x ∈ X, r ∈ R the ball B(x, r) can be covered by λ
balls of radius r/2. The doubling dimension of X is
dim(X) = log λ. An r-net for a metric space (X, d) is a
set S ⊆ X such that for any x, y ∈ S, dX(x, y) ≥ r and
X ⊆

⋃
x∈S B(x, r).

2 Embedding Doubling Metrics into Euclidean
Space

In this section we show our main result.

Theorem 1.1. For any n-point metric space (X, d)
with dim(X) = log λ and any c1/ log log n < θ ≤
1, there exists an embedding f : X → LD

p with

distortion O
(
log1+3θ n

)
where D = O

(
log λ

θ

)
and c1

is a universal constant.

2.1 Proof Overview
Uniformly Padded Local Probabilistic Parti-

tioning for Doubling Metrics. Our embeddings are
based on probabilistic partitions [7] which have become

2We measure the space of a distance labeling scheme by the
number of distance values needed to describe each label.
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a standard tool in embeddings into normed spaces (e.g.
[28, 21, 4]). A main tool in all our results is a new
probabilistic partition lemma with “local” properties. It
provides improved properties that depend on the dou-
bling dimension and whose padding probability depends
only on local events. Both these properties are crucial
for our results. Many known probabilistic partitions do
not posses the “local” property [15, 11, 4]3. Our new
probabilistic partition lemma is based on the uniform
partition lemma of [4]. However some subtle changes to
the algorithm and analysis are required to obtain the
desired “local” property.

Given a metric space (X, d), in Lemma 2.7 we con-
struct a distribution on partitions and functions ηP :
X → [0, 1]. Each partition is composed of clusters with
a bounded diameter ∆. The distribution provides uni-
form padding with respect to ηP : All points x that be-
long to the same cluster C in P have the same padding
parameter ηP (x). The lemma guarantees the probabil-
ity that B(x, ηP (x)∆) is fully contained in a cluster of
P is at least 1/2 (notice that ηP (x) is also a random
variable). Moreover, this probability of x being padded
is local, it depends only on events that occur at distance
at most 4∆ away. The lemma ensures that the value
of ηP (x) is simultaneously lower bounded by two fac-
tors: one depends on the doubling dimension, ηP (x) >
Ω(1/ log λ) and the other is the local growth rate,
ηP (x) > Ω(|B(x, ∆/64)|/|B(x,O(logθ n∆))|). Note
that the local growth rate has a non-standard factor
of O(logθ n). Indeed, our embedding is parameterized
by θ. Finally we note that the lemma provides the de-
sired properties (denoted by ξP (x) = 1) only when the
local growth rate ≈ |B(x,O(logθ n∆))|/|B(x, ∆/64)| is
larger than a constant.

The Embedding. The embedding follows the gen-
eral approach of [4]. While the basic scheme of [4] uses
O(log n) dimensions, we use only D ≈ (log λ)/θ dimen-
sions. For each dimension, probabilistic partitions are
chosen for each scale ∆i and each cluster of each par-
tition is randomly colored 0 or 1. The value of x at
dimension t is the sum

∑
f

(t)
i (x) over all scales i. At

each scale i the value f
(t)
i (x) is 0 if the cluster P (x) con-

taining x at scale i is colored 0 or there is no growth rate
(ξP (x) = 0); and otherwise it is the distance between x
and X \ P (x) times the inverse of the uniform padding
parameter ηP (x) obtained from the probabilistic parti-
tion lemma. Also the value of f

(t)
i (x) is truncated by

∆i. Lemma 2.10 shows that the embedding does not
expand distances too much. The proof is similar to the
one in [4].

3We note that [7, 24] do have this property, but do not obtain
the same padding parameters needed in this paper.

The Lower Bound. In all previous proofs of parti-
tions based embeddings, the lower bound is constructed
by examining a single scale for each pair of points. Here,
we defer from this approach and obtain a lower bound
on distortion that follows from examining several scales.
Our result is obtained by a subtle balancing between dis-
tortion and dimension obtained by this examination of
several scales.

The high level idea is to apply Lovász Local Lemma
to prove a small dimension suffices to obey all pairwise
distortions with some constant probability. We start
by choosing a set of r-nets for each scale. Since
the doubling dimension bounds the density of r-nets,
the Local Lemma can be applied and the number of
dependencies becomes a function of dim(X) instead of
log |X|. For some of the scales i, Ni is a ≈ ∆i

log3 n
-net of

X.
Consider net points u, v ∈ Nj such that d(u, v) ≈

∆j . Using a standard technique of examining the j-
th term we obtain a basic result of O(log n) distortion
and O(log λ log log n) dimensions. Obtaining optimal
dimension, independent of n, requires to examine sev-
eral scales. We iteratively examine scales from j to
≈ j + θ log log n. For each dimension t there is a con-
stant probability to succeed in any one of the θ log log n
scales. The success probability of each scale ` is constant
no matter what are the values of the previous scales
j, . . . , `−1. Upon the first success in a given dimension,
the contribution from this scale is at least Ω(∆j/ logθ n).
Obtaining this property requires to define the local
growth rate as ≈ |B(x, O(logθ n∆j))|/|B(x, ∆j/64)| so
as to ensure that at least one of the points in the pair
will obtain the desired ξ = 1 property from the proba-
bilistic partition lemma for each of the examined scales.
Therefore with very low probability all scales will fail
for a given dimension. Hence two properties hold: the
nets are sparse enough and the probability for such a
failure of all scales is small enough. Lemma 2.11 uses
these two properties and applies a variant of the Local
Lemma to ensure that there exists an event in which all
required net points have the desired lower bound, us-
ing only D dimensions. As our events associated with a
particular scale may depend on other events associated
with higher scales, we require here an application of a
special variant of the LLL which allows such directional
dependencies. Finally, since all pairs of net points have
small distortion, Lemma 2.12 shows that all pairs have
the desired distortion as well. This follows using the tri-
angle inequality, observing that the distance of a point
from its nearest net point is at most O( ∆i

log3 n
), while the

distortion of the embedding is at most O(log1+θ n).
Algorithmic version. In the full version we prove

that it is possible to derandomize our LLL variant using
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the approach of [8, 5] tailored to the specifics of our
problem.

2.2 A Local Uniform Padding Lemma for Dou-
bling Metrics

Definition 2.1. The local growth rate of x ∈ X at
radius r > 0 for given scales γ1, γ2 > 0 is defined as

ρ(x, r, γ1, γ2) = |B(x, rγ1)|/|B(x, rγ2)|.

Given a subspace Z ⊆ X, the minimum local growth
rate of Z at radius r > 0 and scales γ1, γ2 > 0 is
defined as ρ(Z, r, γ1, γ2) = minx∈Z ρ(x, r, γ1, γ2). The
minimum local growth rate of x ∈ X at radius r > 0
and scales γ1, γ2 > 0 is defined as ρ̄(x, r, γ1, γ2) =
ρ(B(x, r), r, γ1, γ2).

The following claim was shown in [4]

Claim 2.2. Let x, y ∈ X, let γ1, γ2 > 0 and let r be
such that for any w ∈ X, 2(1 + γ2)r < d(x, y) ≤
(γ1 − γ2 − 2)r, then

max{ρ̄(x, r, γ1, γ2), ρ̄(y, r, γ1, γ2)} ≥ 2.

Definition 2.3. (Partition) A partition P of a fi-
nite metric space (X, d) is a collection of disjoint sets
C(P ) = {C1, C2, . . . , Ct} such that X = ∪jCj. The sets
Cj ⊆ X are called clusters. For x ∈ X denote by P (x)
the cluster containing x. Given ∆ > 0, a partition is
∆-bounded if for all 1 ≤ j ≤ t, diam(Cj) ≤ ∆. For
Z ⊆ X we denote by P|Z the restriction of P to points
in Z.

Definition 2.4. (Probabilistic Partition) A
probabilistic partition P̂ of a finite metric space (X, d)
is a distribution over a set P of partitions of X. Given
∆ > 0, P̂ is ∆-bounded if each P ∈ P is ∆-bounded.

Let supp(P̂) ⊆ P be the set of partitions with non-
zero probability under P̂.

Definition 2.5. (Uniform Function) Given a par-
tition P of a metric space (X, d), a function f defined on
X is called uniform with respect to P if for any x, y ∈ X
such that P (x) = P (y) we have f(x) = f(y).

Definition 2.6. (Uniformly Padded Local PP)
Given ∆ > 0 and 0 < δ ≤ 1, let P̂ be a ∆-bounded
probabilistic partition of (X, d). Given collection of
functions η = {ηP : X → [0, 1]|P ∈ P} such that ηP is
a uniform function with respect to P . We say that P̂ is
a (η, δ)-uniformly padded local probabilistic partition if
the event B(x, ηP (x)∆) ⊆ P (x) occurs with probability
at least δ and is independent of the structure of the
partition outside B(x, 2∆).

Formally for all C ⊆ X\B(x, 2∆) and all partitions
P ′ of C,

Pr[B(x, ηP (x)∆) ⊆ P (x) | P|C = P ′] ≥ δ

Lemma 2.7. (Local Uniform Padding Lemma)
Let (X, d) be a λ-doubling finite metric space. Let
0 < ∆ ≤ diam(X). Let δ̂ ∈ (λ−2, 1/2], and let
γ1 : X → R+ such that γ1(x) ≥ 1 for all x ∈ X
and let γ2 ≤ 1/64. There exists a ∆-bounded prob-
abilistic partition P̂ of (X, d) and a collection of
uniform functions {ξP : X → {0, 1} | P ∈ P} and
{ηP : X → (0, 1/ ln(1/δ̂)] | P ∈ P} such that for any
δ̂ ≤ δ ≤ 1, and η(δ) defined by η

(δ)
P (x) = ηP (x) ln(1/δ),

the probabilistic partition P̂ is a (η(δ), δ)-uniformly
padded local probabilistic partition; and the following
conditions hold for any P ∈ P and any x ∈ X:

• ηP (x) ≥ 2−9/(lnλ).

• If ξP (x) = 1 then: 2−7/ ln ρ(x, 8∆, γ1(x), γ2) ≤
ηP (x) ≤ 2−7/ ln(1/δ̂).

• If ξP (x) = 0 then: ηP (x) = 2−7/ ln(1/δ̂) and
ρ̄(x, 8∆, γ1(·), γ2) < 1/δ̂.

The proof of Lemma 2.7 is deferred to the full version.

2.3 The Embedding Let ∆0 = diam(X), I = {i ∈
Z | 1 ≤ i ≤ (log ∆0 + θ log log n)/3}. For i ∈ I let
∆i = ∆0/8i. Let c be a constant to be determined later
and set D = c log λ

θ .
In the analysis we will use Claim 2.2. To guarantee

that there will be growth rate greater than 2 in scales
log logθ n lower than some “critical scale”, we define
γ1 = 28 logθ n, γ2 = 1/64. Notice that this will inflict
loss of O(log logθ n) term in the distortion, but it is
consumed by the O(logθ n) factor.

We shall define the embedding f by defining for
each 1 ≤ t ≤ D, a function f (t) : X → R+ and let
f = D−1/p

⊕
1≤t≤D f (t). Fix t, 1 ≤ t ≤ D. In what

follows we define f (t). For each 0 < i ∈ I construct a
∆i-bounded (ηi, 1/2)-padded probabilistic partition P̂i,
as in Lemma 2.7 with parameters γ1, γ2 and δ̂ = 1/2.
Fix some Pi ∈ Pi for all i ∈ I.

Define for x ∈ X, 0 < i ∈ I, φ
(t)
i : X → R+, by

φ
(t)
i (x) = ξP,i(x)ηP,i(x)−1. Lemma 2.7 ensures that ξi

and ηi are uniform functions with respect to Pi. Hence
φi is also uniform with respect to Pi.

Claim 2.8. For any x ∈ X, 1 ≤ t ≤ D we have∑
j∈I φ

(t)
j (x) ≤ 29 log1+θ(n).

For each 0 < i ∈ I define f
(t)
i : X → R+ and for

x ∈ X, let f (t)(x) =
∑

i∈I f
(t)
i (x). Let {σ(t)

i (C)|C ∈
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Pi, 0 < i ∈ I} be i.i.d symmetric {0, 1}-valued Bernoulli
random variables. The embedding is defined as follows:
for each x ∈ X:

• For each 0 < i ∈ I, let f
(t)
i (x) = σ

(t)
i (Pi(x)) ·

min{φ(t)
i (x) · d(x,X \ Pi(x)),∆i}.

Claim 2.9. For any 0 < i ∈ I and x, y ∈ X: f
(t)
i (x)−

f
(t)
i (y) ≤ min{φ(t)

i (x) · d(x, y),∆i}.

Lemma 2.10. For any (x, y) ∈ X: |f (t)(x)− f (t)(y)| ≤
29 log1+θ(n) · d(x, y).

The upper bound is similar to [4], the proofs for this
section are deferred to the full version.

2.4 Lower Bound Analysis The lower bound
analysis uses a set of nets. First we define a set of scales
in which we hope to succeed with high probability.
Let k = d(θ/3) log log ne, K = {i ∈ I : k|i}. For any
0 < i ∈ K let Ni be a ∆i

213 log3 n
-net of X. Let M =

{(i, u, v) | i ∈ K, u, v ∈ Ni, 7∆i−1 ≤ d(u, v) ≤ 65∆i−k−1}.
Given an embedding f define a function T : M → 2D

such that for t ∈ [D] :

t ∈ T (i, u, v) ⇔
∣∣∣f (t)(u)− f (t)(v)

∣∣∣ ≥ ∆i

4 logθ n
.

For all (i, u, v) ∈ M , let E(i,u,v) be the event
|T (i, u, v)| ≥ D/2. Roughly speaking, E(i,u,v) is the
event that u, v, which belong to the net Ni and whose
distance is about ≈ ∆i, . . . ,∆i log n have the property
that for at least half the coordinates of the embedding,
the distance between f (t)(u) and f (t)(v) is at least

∆i

4 logθ n
.

Define the event E =
⋂

(i,u,v)∈M E(i,u,v) that cap-
tures the case that all triplets in M have the desired
property. The main technical lemma is that E occurs
with non-zero probability:

Lemma 2.11. Pr[E ] > 0.

We defer the proof for later, and now show that if
the event E took place, then we can show the lower
bound. Let x, y ∈ X, and let 0 < i′ ∈ I be such
that 8∆i′−1 ≤ d(x, y) < 64∆i′−1. Let i ∈ K be
the minimal such that i ≥ i′, note that ∆i ≥ ∆i′

logθ n
.

Consider u, v ∈ Ni satisfying d(x, u) = d(x, Ni) and
d(y, v) = d(y, Ni), as d(u, v) ≤ d(u, x) + d(x, y) +
d(y, v) ≤ 64∆i′−1 + ∆i ≤ 65∆i−k−1, by the definition
of M follows that (i, u, v) ∈ M . The next lemma shows
that since x, y are very close to u, v respectively, then by
the triangle inequality the embedding f of x, y cannot
differ by much from that of u, v (respectively).

Lemma 2.12. Let x, y ∈ X, let i′ such that 8∆i′−1 ≤
d(x, y) ≤ 64∆i′−1, let i ∈ K be the minimal such that
i ≥ i′, let u, v ∈ Ni satisfying d(x, u) = d(x,Ni) and
d(y, v) = d(y, Ni).

Given E, for any t ∈ T (i, u, v):∣∣∣f (t)(x)− f (t)(y)
∣∣∣ ≥ ∆i

8 logθ n

Proof. Since Ni is ∆i

213 log3 n
-net, then d(x, u) ≤ ∆i

213 log3 n
.

By Lemma 2.10 |f (t)(x) − f (t)(u)| ≤ 29 log1+θ(n) ·
d(x, u) ≤ ∆i

24 log n , and similarly |f (t)(y) − f (t)(v)| ≤
∆i

24 log n . Then

|f (t)(x)− f (t)(y)|
= |f (t)(x)−f (t)(u) + f (t)(u)−f (t)(v) + f (t)(v)−f (t)(y)|
≥ |f (t)(u)−f (t)(v)|−|f (t)(x)−f (t)(u)|−|f (t)(y)−f (t)(v)|

≥ ∆i

4 logθ n
− 2∆i

16 log n
≥ ∆i

8 logθ n
.

This Lemma and Lemma 2.11 implies the following:

Lemma 2.13. There exists a universal constant C2 > 0
and an embedding f such that for any x, y ∈ X

‖f(x)− f(y)‖p ≥ C2
d(x, y)
log2θ n

.

Proof. Let f be an embedding such that event E took
place. Let i′ ∈ I such that ∆i′−2 ≤ d(x, y) < ∆i′−3,
i ∈ K the minimal such that i ≥ i′ and u, v be
the nearest points to x, y respectively in the net Ni.
Noticing that ∆i ≥ d(x,y)

512 logθ n
and that |T (i, u, v)| ≥ D/2

we get from Lemma 2.12 that

‖f(x)− f(y)‖p
p = D−1

∑
t∈[D]

|f (t)(x)− f (t)(y)|p

≥ D−1
∑

t∈T (i,u,v)

(
∆i

8 logθ n

)p

≥ D−1|T (i, u, v)|
(

d(x, y)
212 log2θ n

)p

≥
(

d(x, y)
213 log2θ n

)p

2.4.1 Proof of Lemma 2.11 Recall that each co-
ordinate t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D} of an embedding of a point
x is defined as a sum of terms over all possible scales∑

j f
(t)
j (x). Also recall that each triplet (i, u, v) ∈ M

represents two net points u, v for which we would like to
the embedding to have |f (t)(u)−f (t)(v)| ≥ ∆i

4 logθ n
for at

least D/2 (half) of the coordinates. For each coordinate
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t, we will try to obtain |f (t)(u)−f (t)(v)| ≥ ∆i

4 logθ n
by it-

eratively checking scales ` ∈ {i, . . . , i+k−1} (recall that
k = d(θ/3) log log ne). For each ` in increasing order
we will check if |

∑
j≤` f

(t)
j (u) −

∑
j≤` f

(t)
j (v)| ≥ ∆`/2.

Since scales decrease by a factor of 8, once such a
successful event occurs, no matter what the remaining
scales are, we will have |f (t)(u)−f (t)(v)| ≥ ∆`

4 ≥ ∆i

4 logθ n

as required.
Formally we define for every (i, u, v) ∈ M , i ≤ ` <

i + k and t ∈ [D] the event F(i,u,v,t,`) as

∣∣ ∑
j<`

f
(t)
j (u)− f

(t)
j (v)

∣∣ ≤ ∆`

2
⇒

∣∣f (t)
` (u)− f

(t)
` (v)

∣∣ ≥ ∆`

∣∣ ∑
j<`

f
(t)
j (u)− f

(t)
j (v)

∣∣ >
∆`

2
⇒ f

(t)
` (u) = f

(t)
` (v) = 0

In words, event F(i,u,v,t,`) means that the pair u, v
is successful, it has a difference of at least ∆`/2 from
the sum of their first ` terms of their t-th coordinate.
Now define event Ê(i,u,v) as

∃S ⊆ [D], |S| ≥ D/2,∀t ∈ S,∃i ≤ ` < i+k : F(i,u,v,t,`)

In words Ê(i,u,v) is the event that at least half of the
coordinates are successful. Note that each successful
coordinate may have a different ` value.

Claim 2.14. For all (i, u, v) ∈ M , Ê(i,u,v) implies
E(i,u,v).

Proof. Let S ⊆ [D] from the definition of Ê(i,u,v). For
any t ∈ S, let i ≤ `(t) < i + k be such that F(i,u,v,t,`(t))

holds. Then for such t ∈ S:
∣∣ ∑

j≤`(t) f
(t)
j (u)−f

(t)
j (v)

∣∣ ≥
∆`(t)

2 , from Claim 2.9 it follows that
∣∣ ∑

j>`(t) f
(t)
j (u)−

f
(t)
j (v)

∣∣ ≤
∑

j>`(t) ∆j ≤ ∆`(t)

4 , which implies that∣∣ ∑
j∈I f

(t)
j (u)− f

(t)
j (v)

∣∣ ≥ ∆`(t)

4 ≥ ∆i

4 logθ n
as required.

We shall make use the following variation of the
Local Lemma due to Erdős and Lovász. See the full
version for a proof.

Lemma 2.15. (Local Lemma) Let A1,A2, . . .An be
events in some probability space. Let G(V,E) be a
directed graph on n vertices with out-degree at most d,
each vertex corresponding to an event. Let c : V → [m]
be a rating function of events, such that if (Ai,Aj) ∈ E
then c(Ai) ≤ c(Aj). Assume that for any i = 1, . . . , n

Pr

Ai |
∧
j∈Q

¬Aj

 ≤ p

for all Q ⊆ {j : (Ai,Aj) /∈ E ∧ c(Ai) ≥ c(Aj}. If
ep(d + 1) ≤ 1, then

Pr

[
n∧

i=1

¬Ai

]
> 0

Define a graph G = (V,E), where V =
{Ê(i,u,v) | (i, u, v) ∈ M}, and the rating of a vertex
c(Ê(i,u,v)) = i. Define that (Ê(i,u,v), Ê(i′,u′,v′)) ∈ E iff
d({u, v}, {u′, v′}) ≤ 4∆i, and i = i′.

Claim 2.16. The out-degree of G is bounded by
λ10 log log n

Proof. Fix Ê(i,u,v) ∈ V , we bound the number of pairs
pairs u′, v′ ∈ Ni such that (Ê(i,u,v), Ê(i,u′,v′)) ∈ E.

Assume w.l.o.g d(u, u′) ≤ 4∆i, since
d(u, v), d(u′, v′) ≤ 65∆i−k−1 follows u, v, u′, v′ ∈
B = B(u, ∆i−k−4). The number of pairs can be
bounded by |Ni ∩ B|2. Since (X, d) is λ-doubling, the
ball B can be covered by λ26+4 log log n balls of radius

∆i

214 log3 n
, each of these contains at most one point in

the net Ni. Assuming log log n > 26 it follows that
|Ni ∩B|2 ≤ λ10 log log n.

The construction of the graph is based on the
proposition that vertices that do not have an edge are
either farther than ≈ ∆i apart or have different scales
and hence do not change each other’s bound on their
success probability. Notice that events Ê(i,u,v) do not
depend on the choice of partitions for scales greater than
i + k.

Lemma 2.17.

Pr

¬Ê(i,u,v) |
∧

(i′,u′,v′)∈Q

Ê(i′,u′,v′)

 ≤ λ−11 log log n,

for all Q ⊆
{

(i′, u′, v′) | i ≥ i′ ∧
(
Ê(i,u,v), Ê(i′,u′,v′)

)
/∈ E

}
.

Before we prove this lemma, let us see that it implies
Lemma 2.11.

Apply Lemma 2.15 to the graph G we defined, by
Claim 2.16 let d = λ10 log log n and by Lemma 2.17
we can let p = λ−11 log log n satisfying the first condi-
tion of Lemma 2.15. It is easy to see that the sec-
ond condition also holds (since λ ≥ 2 and assuming
log log n ≥ 2). Therefore Pr[

∧
(i,u,v)∈M Ê(i,u,v)] > 0,

and Claim 2.14 concludes the proof of Lemma 2.11 by
Pr[E ] = Pr[

∧
(i,u,v)∈M E(i,u,v)] > 0.

2.4.2 Proof of Lemma 2.17 In order to prove this
lemma, we use a variation of a claim shown in [4].
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Claim 2.18. Let (i, u, v) ∈ M , t ∈ [D] and i ≤ ` < i+k
then Pr

[
F(i,u,v,t,`)

]
≥ 1/8.

Proof. Let i ≤ ` < i + k. Since γ1∆`−1 ≥ 28 logθ n ·
∆`−1 ≥ 211∆i ≥ 2d(u, v), by Claim 2.2 we have
max{ρ̄(u, ∆`−1, γ1, γ2), ρ̄(v,∆`−1, γ1, γ2)} ≥ 2. Assume
w.l.o.g that ρ̄(u, ∆`−1, γ1, γ2) ≥ 2. It follows from
Lemma 2.7 that ξP,`(u) = 1 which implies that φ

(t)
` (u) =

ηP,`(u)−1. We now consider the two cases in F(i,u,v,t,`):
If it is the case that

∣∣ ∑
j<` f

(t)
j (u) − f

(t)
j (v)

∣∣ ≤
∆`

2 then it is enough for the following three events
occur: B(u, ηP,`(u)∆`) ⊆ P`(u), σ

(t)
` (P`(u)) = 1 and

σ
(t)
` (P`(v)) = 0. Each event happens independently

with probability ≥ 1/2, the first since P` is (η`, 1/2)-
padded and the other two follow from d(u, v) ≥ 3∆` ⇒
P`(u) 6= P`(v). If all these events occur then |f (t)

` (u)−
f

(t)
` (v)| ≥ min{η−1

P,`(u) · d(u, X \ P`(u)),∆`} ≥ ∆`.

Similarly, if it is the case that
∣∣ ∑

j<` f
(t)
j (u) −

f
(t)
j (v)

∣∣ > ∆`

2 then it is enough that σ
(t)
` (P`(u)) =

σ
(t)
` (P`(v)) = 0. This occurs with probability ≥ 1/4.

So event F(i,u,v,t,`) occurs with probability ≥ 1/8.

Claim 2.19. Let (i, u, v) ∈ M , t ∈ [D] and i ≤ ` <
i + k. Then

Pr

¬F(i,u,v,t,`) |
∧

(i′,u′,v′)∈Q

Ê(i′,u′,v′)

 ≤ 7/8,

for all Q ⊆ {(i′, u′, v′) | i ≥ i′ ∧
(
Ê(i,u,v), Ê(i′,u′,v′)

)
/∈

E}.

Proof. If i′ < i, then event Ê(i′,u′,v′) depend on events
F(i′,u′,v′,t′,`′), where by definition `′ < i′ + k ≤ i (recall
that K contains only integers that divide by k), and
these events depend only on the choice of partition for
scales at most `′. Hence the padding probability for u, v
in scale ` and the choice of σ` is independent of these
events.

Otherwise, if i′ = i, let (i, u′, v′) ∈ M such that(
Ê(i,u,v), Ê(i,u′,v′)

)
/∈ E. We know by the construction of

G that u′, v′ /∈ B(u, 4∆i) and u′, v′ /∈ B(v, 4∆i). Hence
u′, v′ are far from u, v and they fall into different clusters
in every possible partition of scale `. From Lemma 2.7,
the padding of u, v in any scale ` ∈ [i, i + k) depends
only on the local neighborhoods, B(u, 2∆`)∪B(v, 2∆`),
which are disjoint from those of u′, v′.

By Claim 2.18 there is probability ≥ 1/8 to succeed,
no matter what happened in scales `′ < ` or “far away”
in scale `.

We now prove the Lemma. For every coordinate
t ∈ [D], we have k = d(θ/3) log log ne possible values of
`. In each scale `, by Claim 2.19 there is probability at
most (7/8) to fail, this probability bound is unaffected
by events for scales `′ < `. Let Y` be the indicator
event for ¬F(i,u,v,t,`). The probability that all scales
` ∈ [i, i + k) failed is bounded by:

Pr

[
i+k−1∧

`=i

Y`

]
=

i+k−1∏
`=i

Pr

Y` |
`−1∧
j=i

Yj


≤ (7/8)d(θ/3) log log ne

≤ 1

logθ/18 n
= z.

Let Zt be indicator that the t-th coordinate failed (i.e.
, F(i,u,v,t,`) does not hold for all ` ∈ [i, i + k)), so
Pr[Zt] ≤ z. Let Z =

∑
t∈D Zt, since E[Z] ≤ zD, let

α ≥ 1 be such that E[Z] = zD
α . Using Chernoff’s bound,

Pr[Z > D/2] = Pr
[
Z >

( α

2z

)
E[Z]

]
≤

(
eα/(2z)−1

(α/(2z))α/(2z)

)zD/α

≤ (2ez)D/2 ≤ λ
3c
θ − c

18 log log n

setting c1 = 60 implies that Pr[Z > D/2] ≤
λ−(c/200) log log n = λ−11 log log n for large enough c, as
required.

3 Scaling Embedding of Doubling Metrics

In this section an extension of the previous result to
embedding with scaling distortion is sketched, the proof
appears in the full version.

For any x ∈ X, let rε(x) be the minimal radius such
that |B(x, rε(x))| ≥ εn.
Let Ĝ(ε) =

{
(x, y) | dX(x, y) > max{rε/2(x), rε/2(y)}

}
.

Definition 3.1. For metric spaces (X, d), (Y, ρ) a non-
contracting embedding f : X → Y has coarse scaling
distortion D(ε) if for any ε > 0, any x, y ∈ Ĝ(ε) satisfy

d(x, y) ≤ ρ(f(x), f(y)) ≤ D(ε) · d(x, y)

Theorem 3.1. For any metric space (X, d) with
dim(X) = log λ there exists an embedding f : X → LD

p

with coarse scaling distortion O
(
log26( 1

ε )
)

where D =
O(log λ log log λ).

3.1 Proof overview Note the the proof shown in
the previous section, in conjunction of the techniques
of [4] yields scaling distortion O(logθ n) in dimension
O((log λ)/θ).
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In this section we highlight the differers between the
proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. We assume the
reader is familiar with the proof of Theorem 1.1.

1. Every pair x, y has some ε value which corresponds
to the maximal ε such that max{rε/2(x), rε/2(y)} <
d(x, y). We partition the possible ε ∈ (0, 1] values
into ≈ log log log n buckets . For each scale ∆i and
each of the ≈ log log log n possible values of ε we
build a ≈ ∆i/polylog(λ, 1/ε)-net.

A naive approach would be to assign separate
coordinates for each possible ε value, and increase
the dimension and hence the distortion by a factor
of log log log n. To avoid paying this log log log n
factor we sieve the nets in a subtle manner

2. The local growth rate of each point is defined with
respect to some ε value in non standard manner -
this is done so that for sufficiently many levels (as
a function of ε) there will be a density change.

3. A pair with distance ≈ ∆i and epsilon that falls
into bucket k (hence k ≈ log log(1/ε)) “looks” for
a contribution in the levels i+ k/2, . . . , i+ k . This
is necessary in order to avoid collisions between
contributing scales of pairs with different ε values.

4. Showing independence of lower bound successes
between two pairs is technical and relies on the
sieving process. For a pair u, v related to a net
the scales examined are ≈ i + k/2, . . . i + k. We
show that examining only these scales ensures that
u, v are independent of a pair u′, v′ if one of the
following occurs (1) u′, v′ belong to a different scale
than that of u, v; (2) u′, v′ are far enough from u, v
in the metric space; (3) u′, v′ has a different ε value
from that of u, v.

5. Proving that all pairs have the desired scaling
distortion given that the sieved net points have this
property is more involved now since it depends on
the ε, hence an argument that uses the the fact
that the padding parameter is lower bounded by
the inverse doubling dimension must be used.

6. The application of the local lemma is complicated
due to two issues - (1) we use the general case (2)
we do not proceed simply from scale i to scale i+1,
but rather use the ranking function in a non-trivial
manner.

4 Snowflake Results

In this section we show the main ideas of the proof of
Theorem 1.3.

4.1 Proof overview Let dim(X) = log λ. The
high level approach is similar to that of Theorem 1.1.
However, there are several differences

• In order to obtain an upper bound O(k) where k
can be independent of the number of points in the
metric and of the doubling dimension, our partition
has a large padding parameter τ = Ω(1/k), this will
cause the probability of the padding event to be as
small as λ−1/k.

• In each term of the embedding for scale i (i.e. fi(x))
we introduce a factor of ∆α−1

i , this ensures that
for a given x, y, the sum over all scales larger than
d(x, y) behaves like a geometric progression, hence
the upper bound for |f(x)−f(y)| is independent of
the number of scales.

• In the lower bound analysis, the density of the nets
is now only a function of k (and α), hence the num-
ber of scales needed to be examined for a contri-
bution is also only a function of k, which yields
the desired lower bound with small probability (the
padding probaility). The fact that this probability
is ≈ λ−1/k induces the inverse of this factor in the
dimension and a factor of λ1/(pk) in the distortion.

5 Conclusion

The natural remaining open question is to understand
the best possible distortion of embeddings a metric
space X into Euclidean space in dimension O(dim(X)).
Specifically it seems interesting to understand the best
possible distortion of embeddings into Euclidean space
with constat dimension for the metrics arising form
the Laakso graph and from the Heisenberg group.
Another intriguing question is whether a version of the
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [19] exists which relates
the embedding dimension to the intrinsic dimension,
specifically given a subset X of Euclidean space, does
it embed into O(dim(X)) dimensional Euclidean space
with constant distortion ?
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